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The lands of Kohanaiki have sustained families 
for nearly a thousand years. Healthy food, 
good shelter and room for contemplation and 
recreation were the result of a life lived in balance 
with the land. 

Kohanaiki, on the slope of Mount Hualālai, is a traditional 
land division (ahupua‘a) that runs from the mountain down 
to the ocean. Families in both the mauka (upslope) and makai 
(along the shore) areas thrived on the crops grown in the 
volcanic soil and the fish caught in the ocean and raised  
in the ponds. 

The Hawaiians had a symbiotic relationship with their 
environment and a combination of cultural practices and 
astute resource management skills enabled them to live off 
the land and sea. Mauka families traded with makai families 
for fish and other coastal resources. The makai families 
would trade for taro, sweet potato and other mauka goods. 
The mauka and makai regions connected by a series of trails. 
Initially they were traveled by foot and then as times changed 
by donkeys and surplus WWII Jeeps.

Today, the village of Kohanaiki encompasses 450 acres 
and stretches along 1.5 miles of shoreline. Its average daily 
temperature is 83°F and normal precipitation is a scant  
11.1 inches annually.

Kohanaiki Club, the modern caretaker of the Makai portion 
of the ahupua‘a, has preserved and restored many historic 
sites, including home sites that date back to AD 1020, 
ceremonial sites and a line of stone cairns known as ahu.  
The ahu have been restored and are located slightly inland  
of the shore. Ahu were used as landmarks and as indicators  
≥of significant points or boundary lines. The exact nature  
and purpose of these ahu is currently not known.

Care has also been given to restoration and upkeep of the  
important natural resources of Kohanaiki, such as the 
anchialine ponds. There are more than 200 of these ponds 
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ranging in size from a man’s fist to a swimming pool. Most of 
them are located just inland from the shore and were a vital 
resource for ancient Hawaiians. Water from the ponds was used 
for cooking, drinking, bathing and raising fish and ‘ōpae‘ula, 
a native red shrimp. Today, many of the anchialine pools have 
been restored to pristine conditions and native plants, marine 
life and water birds are thriving.

Kohanaiki’s commitment to the practice of mālama 
(stewardship) for all of the area’s natural resources 
has earned the golf course the title of the first 
Audubon Society Certified Signature Sanctuary  
in the state of Hawai‘i.

Two ancient trails – Ala Māmalahoa, an inland trail, and  
Ala Kahakai, a shoreline trail – are evident and still in use  
today, though mostly for recreational purposes. In earlier  
times, the trails were used to circumnavigate the island.

The descendants of Kohanaiki recount how they regularly 
traveled between the upper and lower areas and the patterns  
of these migrations are still evident at Kohanaiki.

Not far from the ocean, a rustic donkey corral built of lava rock 
still stands. The donkeys would be loaded up and taken to the 
trail. They would walk to their destination without riders or 
guides; they would be unloaded, loaded back up and pointed 
back to where they came from. 

introduction
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The waters off Kohanaiki are an enchanting 
playground, offering a multitude of wonders  
and adventures. 

We encourage you to have our Adventure Team be your guide; 
they will introduce you to the marine life in the tide pools,  
on the coral reefs and beyond. They can also acquaint you  
with the various laws and guidelines designed to protect and 
preserve the reef and species like the Hawaiian Monk Seal  
and Humpback Whales.

CorAl reefS

The Coral Reefs of Hawai‘i with their colorful and diverse 
inhabitants are a beautiful and precious resource. The vibrant life 
you see underwater off Kohanaiki would not be possible if not 

mālama I ke kai, a mālama ke kai ia ‘oe
Care for the Ocean and the Ocean will care for you

- Hawaiian Proverb

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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for the reef, which provides food and shelter for fish and other 
marine creatures. Coral is made up of colonies of thousands of 
tiny anemone-type creatures called polyps. The polyps excrete  
a calcareous shell, builds upon itself, and over time it becomes  
a colorful reef. Please take care to avoid stepping on the reef  
as it is a fragile, living creature.

MArine MAMMAlS

The Kona Coast is one of Hawai‘i’s premier locations for 
encounters with a variety of rare and endemic marine mammals.

•  The Endangered Hawaiian Monk Seal, one of world’s 
rarest marine mammals, sometimes makes its way onto the 
Kohanaiki shore to bask in the sun. 

•  The Hawaiian Spinner Dolphin can be seen almost daily 
swimming in resting formations off the Kona Coast,  
resting up for their nightly hunts.

•  From November thru April of each year, Humpback Whales 
make their annual pilgrimage from Alaska to the warm waters 
off Hawai‘i to mate and give birth. 

ocean Guidelines
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The Koholā are seasonal visitors to 
the Hawaiian Islands. They summer 
in the Gulf of Alaska and can be 
seen enjoying the waters off of 
Kohanaiki between November and 

April. They come to the warm waters of Hawai‘i to mate and 
give birth. The Whales have been documented completing the 
3,000-mile voyage from Alaska to Hawai‘i in 36 days. They can 
eat up to 3,000 pounds of food a day and engage in complex 
group hunting behavior.

Koholā
Humpback Whale 
Megaptera novaeangliae 

Patrick Hawkes

The Hawaiian Monk Seal, whose 
Hawaiian name ‘Īlioholoikauaua 
loosely translates to “dog that 
runs through rough seas,” is the 
most endangered marine mammal 

in U.S. waters. It can sometimes be seen basking on the shores 
of Kohanaiki. A female will grow to about 7½ feet in length 
and weigh about 600 lbs and a male will be smaller, growing to 
about 6½ feet long and weighing around 300 to 400 pounds. 

‘Īlioholoikauaua
Hawaiian Monk Seal 
Monachus schauinslandi 

kent Backman

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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honu
Green Sea Turtle 
Chelonia mydas

The Hawaiian Green Sea Turtle, 
or Honu, is a marine reptile 
characterized by its green hue and 
the hard shell on its back. In old 
Hawai‘i, Honu were hunted as a 

source of food. This practice ended when the Honu was placed 
on the endangered species list in 1982. The Honu can weigh up 
to 400 pounds and is estimated to live up to 60-70 years.  
It feeds 
primarily 
on limu 
(seaweed), can 
see colors and 
has excellent 
underwater 
vision. 

Brocken inaglory

The Nai‘a is a small species of 
Dolphin that can be found in 
the waters off Hawai‘i. They 
are known for their acrobatic 
spinning leaps out of the water. 

They live in family groups but socialize outside of them with 
other Dolphins. They spend the day resting in shallow bays 
and at twilight move to deeper waters to feed. Often you’ll see 
families of these 4 to 8 foot long dolphins swimming in a rest 
pattern near the shores of Kohanaiki. In ancient times they were 
believed to 
be an ocean 
tribe with the 
same rights as 
humans. The 
Hawaiians 
would work 
cooperatively 
with them to 
catch fish.

nai‘a 
Spinner Dolphin 
Stenella longirostris 

magnus kjaergaard

Marine MaMMals & reptiles
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Striped Marlin or A‘u are 
another popular game fish found 
in the waters off Kona. It has 
the slenderest bill and the most 
visible stripes of all billfish, and 

a high pointed dorsal fin. Striped Marlin generally range from 
40 - 130 lbs in Hawai‘i. They are a fun game fish and during 

a fight they 
are known to 
spend more 
time in the air 
than in water.

a‘u (nairagi)
Striped Marlin
Tetrapturus audax

Pacific Blue Marlin or A‘u are the crown jewel of game fish in the 
waters off Kona. They are distinguished by their large size, heavier 
bill and rough dark skin. The largest Blue Marlin ever caught 
was in Kona and weighed 1,805 lbs. When hooked, these fish are 
strong fighters, putting up battles that can last hours

a‘u (Kajiki)
Pacific Blue Marlin
Makaira nigricans

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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Shortbill Spearfish are one  
of the smallest billfish species 
found in Hawai‘i, usually 
between 20 - 40 lbs. This long, 
slender, torpedo-shaped billfish 
is a fast swimmer and has the 
shortest bill of all the billfish 
species. When hooked, Hebe 
put on an aerial show, shaking 
violently to try to remove  
the hook.

a‘u or hebe (hebi)
Shortbill Spearfish
Tetrapterus angustirostris

A‘u Lepe or Pacific Sailfish are a 
unique billfish, characterized by a 
high first dorsal fin which is slate 
or cobalt blue with a scattering of 
black spots. The Sailfish is known 

for its fighting ability and spectacular aerial acrobatics; however 
it tires quickly and therefore is considered a light tackle species.

a‘u lepe 
Pacific Sailfish
Istiophorus platypterus

sportFish
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‘Ahi is the most common game 
fish found on the dinner plate in 
Hawai‘i. This large species of tuna 
is blue and silver in color with 
bright yellow dorsal and anal fins 

which tend to lengthen with age. Weighing upwards of 200 
lbs, ‘Ahi are a popular heavy tackle game fish, that are known 
to sound when hooked.

‘ahi
Yellow Fin Tuna
Thunnus albacares

Aku are a well known species of 
small tuna in Hawai‘i, especially 
popular in Hawaiian, Pacific 
Island, and Japanese cuisine. 
This small, bullet-shaped silver 

tuna ranges from 4 to 30 lbs, and is a popular light tackle 
game fish. Often times Aku can be caught in high numbers  
as they tend to congregate in schools.

aku
Skipjack Tuna
Katsuwonus pelamis

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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Mahi Mahi are unique in 
shape, with a flat blunt face 
and long slender dorsal fin. 
Normally green and yellow, 
when hooked on a line 

Mahi Mahi put on an amazing color-changing display, 
flashing hues of blue, black, and silver. Mahi Mahi  
is a popular light tackle game fish, known for its  
aerial displays.

Mahi Mahi
Dorado
Coryphaena hippurus

Ono are a close relative of 
the King Mackerel. They are 
fast swimmers with a sleek, 
torpedo-like build. Ono rarely 
school but can be found 

congregating at ocean shelf drop-offs, pinnacles, buoys, and 
flotsam. Ono is a popular light tackle game fish, known for 
short bursts 
for speed and 
aerial displays. 
Tastes ‘ono 
too!

ono
Wahoo
Acanthocybium solandri

sportFish
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The Hīhīmanu is a graceful 
member of the shark and ray 
family, characterized by its 
pointed nose and black and white 
spotted coloration. These Rays 

can often be seen “flying” in midlevel waters 20 to 30 feet deep. 
Eagle Rays feed primarily on mollusks that they dig out of the 
sand with their 
pointed nose.

hīhīmanu 
Spotted Eagle Ray
Aetobatus narinari

The Manta Ray is found in all 
oceans of the world, and are 
known to traverse vast distances 
of open ocean. Manta Rays are 
filter feeders feeding on plankton 

and small prey; they can get up to 3,000 lbs. and have a 
wingspan of up to 16 feet. The Kona coast is one of the premier 

dive areas 
in the world 
where you can 
dive with these 
fascinating 
and friendly 
creatures.

hāhālua
Manta Ray
Manta birostris

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The Uhu is the heaviest of 
Parrotfish species found in 
Hawai‘i, with a maximum weight 
of up to 15 pounds. Parrotfish 
have a beak-like mouth that they 
use to bite through coral to ingest 

the polyps that live within it. If you are underwater, you can hear 
the crunching sound of Parrotfish eating coral.

uhu ‘ahu‘ula (red)  
uhu uliuli (blue)
Spectacled Parrotfish
Chlorurus perspicillatus

The Wedge Triggerfish is 
Hawai‘i’s State Fish. The name 
Humuhumunukunukuāpua‘a 

loosely translates to “Triggerfish with nose like a pig.” In Ha-
waiian mythology, Kamapua‘a, a demigod fleeing Pele’s wrath 
dove into the ocean to escape a lava flow and transformed into 
the Humuhumunukunukuāpua‘a

Wedge Triggerfish
Rhinecanthus rectangulus

humuhumunukunukuāpua‘a

reeF Fish
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The Lau‘īpala is a medium sized 
member of the Tang family. 
Characterized by its vibrant 
yellow color, this beautiful fish 
can often be seen grazing in large 

schools on the reef. The Kona coast has earned the nickname 
the “gold coast” because large schools of Yellow Tang can make 
the water look golden in color. 

This unique member of 
the Butterflyfish family is 
characterized by its long slender 

snout and two drastically different color variations. The first is 
a yellow body with a black face and silver jaw; in the second 
variation the fish is entirely brown. The Island of Hawai‘i has 
the largest population of the Lau wiliwili nukunuku ‘oi‘oi.

lau‘īpala
Yellow Tang
Zebrasoma flavescens

Longnose Butterflyfish
Forcipiger longirostris

lau wiliwili nukunuku ‘oi‘oi

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The Hawaiian Cleaner Wrasse 
is a small species of Wrasse that 
can be found around the reef. 
These small colorful Wrasse often 
set up “cleaning stations” where 

reef creatures, large and small, will stop by to have the Cleaner 
Wrasse pick parasites off their bodies, at times even letting 
them enter 
their mouths!

hawaiian  
cleaner Wrasse
Labroides phthirophagus

The Manini is a reef fish 
commonly seen in the waters 
off Kohanaiki. This inquisitive 
Surgeonfish species is 
characterized by its prison bar 

style black stripes on a pale yellow body. Surgeonfish get their 
name from the scalpel-like spine that is found just before the 
tail of all Surgeonfish species.

Manini
Convict Surgeonfish
Acanthurus triostegus

reeF Fish
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The He‘e mauli is the most 
commonly seen Octopus in the 
waters off Hawai‘i. This elusive 
and cryptic creature spends most 
of its time during the day inside 

its lair, which is usually a crack or hole in the reef. If threatened, 
it retreats into its lair and pulls surrounding rubble into the hole 
opening to keep intruders out.

he‘e mauli
Day Octopus
Octopus cyanea

The Loli is commonly seen 
in sandy areas surrounding 
coral reefs. This slow 
moving, soft-bodied 
echinoderm feeds on 

organic material in the sand and mud of the sea floor.  
If threatened, Sea Cucumbers can eject white sticky threads 
from their bodies to confuse predators.

loli
White-Spotted Sea Cucumber
Actinopyga mauritiana

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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Wana halula is commonly 
seen on and around coral 
reefs in Hawai‘i. This slow 
moving echinoderm creeps 
along the reef, grazing on 

algae and other aquatic plants. All Urchin are protected by 
calcareous spines; this species has long sharp spines that will 
easily lodge into the flesh of unsuspecting divers.

Wana halula
Long-Spined Urchin
Diadema paucispinum

The ‘Ōhiki is commonly seen 
on the sandy beaches of the Big 
Island. These Crabs dig tunnels 
into the sand and are most active 
at dusk and dawn. ‘Ōhiki can 

often be seen at the entrance of their tunnels, removing sand 
that falls or washes into their home throughout the day.

‘Ōhiki
Pallid Ghost Crab
Ocypode pallidula 

Marine invertebrates
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The Āholehole is a common 
shallow water species 
characterized by its large eyes, 
silver scales and forked tail. 
Āholehole are one of a few 

species of marine fish which can tolerate fresh and brackish 
water, so they are occasionally found in the anchialine ponds at 
Kohanaiki. In 
ancient times 
it was used 
in rituals that 
required a 
white fish. 

Āholehole 
Flagtail 
Kuhlia sandvicensis

The ‘Ama‘ama is a larger silver fish 
which can be found near shore 
and in the anchialine pools at 
Kohanaiki. An important source of 
food in old Hawai‘i, ‘Ama‘Ama was 

one of the primary fish raised in early Hawaiian fishponds. 
Fishponds (Loko i‘a) were built to create a supply of fish that 
could be sustained over time to serve the needs of the people 
of the ahupua‘a. It is said that in ancient times the fish could 
understand Hawaiian and that skilled fishermen could talk 
them into the shallows. 

‘ama‘ama 
Striped Mullet 
Mugil cephalus 

Bryan Harry

 j. e. randall

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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Similar in appearance to 
dragonflies, Pinao can be seen 
hovering near the anchialine 
pools and irrigation lakes at 
Kohanaiki. They are often 
perched on the native sedges and 
rush growing around the waters 
edge. Pinao are very adaptable 
and can be found from Canada 
to Colombia. They will quickly 
colonize new aquatic habitats.

pinao
Familiar Bluet Damselfly 
Enallagma civile

clinton & cHarles roBertson

The ‘Ōpae ‘ula is the most 
characteristic species found in 
Hawaiian anchialine ponds. 
The tiny red Shrimp can be 
found in many of the ponds at 

Kohanaiki. They live in the aquifer and come into the ponds to 
feed on microorganisms when the tide is high. 

‘Ōpae ‘ula
Hawaiian Anchialine Shrimp 
Halocaridina rubra 

ZHong

pond Fish and creatures
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Since restoration began over seven years ago  
on the anchialine ponds, shoreline, and other 
natural areas, we have been fortunate to witness  
a revitalization of Kohanaiki’s natural habitats. 

Native plants and shrubs have returned to the anchialine 
ponds and shoreline areas following the removal of invasive  
species. The restoration has also meant an increase of nesting 
and foraging habitat for native and migratory birds.

We at Kohanaiki are most proud of the increased nesting  
of the endangered Hawaiian Stilts (Ae‘o). We have seen  
a steady increase over the last seven years of both Ae‘o  
nest sites and successful Ae‘o fledglings at Kohanaiki.  
We attribute this to the restoration work, predator trapping, 
and diligent nesting season surveys performed by our 
Anchialine Pond Maintenance Team. 

During the 2014 season, we were also fortunate to have a 
successful nesting of a pair of Least Terns at Kohanaiki.  
This could be the first successful nesting event for this species 
in the main Hawaiian Islands since the mid-1990’s. 

We are fortunate to have these unique and rare endemic species 
at Kohanaiki, and we ask everyone who shares this special 
place with us to follow a few guidelines to protect Water Birds 
during their nesting season of December thru August:

•  Be observant of adult Hawaiian Stilts and their behavior.  
If a stilt is witnessed flying aggressively at you, flapping 
around like it’s injured, or making a lot of noise, this is most 
likely because a nest or juvenile is nearby.

•  Hawaiian Stilt eggs look like small pebbles; their nests are 
small depressions in the rocks and therefore are very hard to 
see. Please be cautious where you drive or walk  
if you see adult stilts in the area.

‘au i ke kai me he manu ala
Cross the sea as a bird – Hawaiian Proverb

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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•  Pay attention to all signs and barrier fences set up during 
breeding season to protect nests and eggs.

•  Hawaiian Stilts are often found on the golf course with their 
hatchlings during the nesting season. If you hit a ball within the 
vicinity of Stilts, please play an alternate shot or take a free drop 
nearby. Hawaiian Stilts and Least Terns are extremely aggressive 
when protecting their young, and will fly at you if they view you 
as a threat. They will not actually touch you, so there is no need 
to strike at a bird.

•  If you notice anything out of the ordinary, or think you may 
have found a nest or injured bird, please notify a member of the 
Kohanaiki Staff.

Mahalo for your kōkua.

shoreline Guidelines
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ae‘o
Hawaiian Stilt 
Himantopus mexicanus knudseni

The Ae‘o is an endangered 
waterbird that can be seen year 
round at Kohanaiki. It has black 
and white plumage and is most 
recognizable by its long, slender 
pink legs. Look for Hawaiian 
Stilts foraging or nesting in 
the lakes and ponds around 
Kohanaiki, prime feeding 
grounds for them. The statewide 
population of the bird declined 
to 200 in 1949. Today, they are 
an estimated 1,500 to 1,800, a 
couple hundred short of the  
goal for a stable population of 2,000. 

 Forest & kim starr

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The ‘Aleku‘u Kau Pipi was 
introduced to Hawai‘i in 1959 
to help keep cattle clean of 
pests. Tall and white, they 
feed on fish, insects and small 
invertebrates that live in and 
around the lakes and anchialine 
pools on property. They are not 
dependent on aquatic habitats 
but are often found in them. 
Both sexes participate in nest 
building and often steal sticks 
from neighboring nests. They 
are monogamous for the nesting season and from mating 
through incubation they do a greeting ceremony when  
one mate returns to the nest. 

‘aleku‘u Kau pipi
Cattle Egret
Bubulcus ibis

 Forest & kim starr

Water birds
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A year round resident of the 
anchialine pools at Kohanaiki, 
this large, crafty and stealthy 
predator can often be seen 
sitting motionless at the water’s 

edge of ponds waiting for a fish to get close to snatch up and 
eat. ‘Auku‘u employ a variety  of techniques to hunt and, aside 
from fish, its diet can include insects, mice and the young of 
other native 
waterbirds.  
It nests in low 
vegetation and 
builds a bulky 
stick nest. 

‘auku‘u
Black-Crowned Night Heron 
Nycticorax nycticorax 

 Forest & kim starr

The ‘Akekeke is a small migratory 
waterbird that visits the shores of 
Kohanaiki from the Arctic Circle 
to breed. This small bird has rust 
orange, black and white plumage 

and is most recognizable by its bright orange legs. During its 
breeding season in Hawai‘i, it feeds on insects that it finds 
among the rocks and pebbles of the shoreline. The rest of the 
year it has a broader diet that includes crustaceans, mollusks, 
worms and small fish. 

‘akekeke 
Ruddy Turnstone 
Arenaria interpres

 Forest & kim starr

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The Hunakai is a small migratory 
sandpiper and has the widest 
winter range of all shorebirds. 
This tiny white Sandpiper can 
be seen in small flocks foraging 

for insects on the golf course and at the Beach Park. The 
female chooses the nest site, typically on a piece of ground she 
scrapes clean. She may surround the area with leaves and other 

materials. 
Incubation 
lasts four 
weeks and 
the young are 
independent 
about three 
weeks later. 

“The Hawaiian Coot or ‘Alae 
ke‘oke‘o is an endangered 
endemic Hawaiian water bird 
that can sometimes be seen 
foraging in the anchialine 

pools at Kohanaiki. The Hawaiian Coot is very similar to the 
American Coot but can be differentiated by the red patch  
on the top of its white beak.

hunakai
Sanderling 
Calidris alba

‘alae ke‘oke‘o
Hawaiian Coot
Fulica alai

dick daniels

james leuPold / usFws

Water birds
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The Kōlea, a migratory bird, is 
named after its golden plumage, 
which is highly pronounced 
during breeding time. It can be 
seen foraging for small insects 
all around Kohanaiki and 
during breeding will also eat 
berries, leaves and seeds. They 
can be territorial and will chase 
intruders away from their food 
sources. Mating is usually in 
June-July and the birds form 
monogamous pairs. 

Kōlea
Pacific Golden Plover 
Pluvialis fulva 

 Forest & kim starr

‘iwa
Great Frigatebird 
Fregata minor

The ‘Iwa is found in tropical 
waters around the world. It is a 
very elegant bird and has a large 
wingspan that is designed for 
soaring. When not breeding, they 

wander widely in search of fish. Fishermen will sail toward a 
pile of feeding ‘Iwa because the fish they are seeking are usually 

chasing the 
fish the ‘Iwa 
are after. At 
Kohanaiki 
these birds can 
be seen riding 
the storm-
front winds. 
They can glide 
for hours on 
wingspans of 
up to 8 feet.  Forest & kim starr

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The ‘Ūlili can be seen year 
round at Kohanaiki. This 
small grey water bird is most 
recognizable by its bright 
yellow legs and long beak, 

which can be almost half as long as its body. It feeds on 
marine worms, mollusks, crustaceans and small fish. They 
breed in the summer and the incubation period for eggs is 
just under 4 weeks.

‘Ūlili
Wandering Tattler 
Tringa incana 

 Forest & kim starr

The Least Tern is a species of Tern 
normally found in North America 
and northern South America. It is a 
small bird, no more than 10 inches 

long, with a wingspan of 20 inches. Least Terns are characterized by 
their yellow beak, black cap of feathers on their head, grey plumage 
on their backs, with a white underbelly and yellowish legs. The Least 
Tern is infrequently seen in Hawai‘i, however, they may be present 
at Kohanaiki during the December-August nesting season.

least tern
Sterna antillarum

Water birds
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Also known as the Red 
Crested Cardinal, this bird was 
introduced to Hawai‘i around 
1930 from South America.  

It is native to Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
Primarily a seedeater, it will also consume insects and fruit. 
Despite its appearance and name, there is an ongoing discussion 
between ornithologists as to whether it should be included in 
the Cardinal family.

brazilian cardinal
Paroaria coronata

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The Java Finch, native to 
Indonesia, is a small songbird 
with mostly grey and black 
plumage, a white cheek and a 

ruby colored beak. It was introduced in 1867 and reintroduced 
in the 1960s. They often travel in groups and quarrel amongst 
themselves. Ironically this Finch can be difficult to find in Java 

because of its 
threat to the 
rice crop and 
its popularity 
as a pet 
around 
the world. 

Java Finch
Padda oryzivora

kim Bridges

A common game bird in 
Hawai‘i, this medium-sized bird 
with tan and brown plumage 
can be seen foraging around the 
golf course. It is native to Iran, 
Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and 
Sri Lanka, and was imported 
to Hawai‘i in 1958. These birds 
prefer coastal lowlands and 
shrub lands. After the Grey 
Francolin’s eggs hatch, they  
can be seen with chicks in tow. 

Grey Francolin 
Francolinus pondicerianus 

 Forest & kim starr
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The Manu Kālā is a common 
songbird with brown, black, and 
tan plumage. It is a common 
sight at Kohanaiki and just about 
everywhere else in the world 

except for the polar regions. In 2004 its global population was 
estimated at 540,000,000. It is a seedeater, but during breeding 
season they will eat some insects. They mate very frequently and 
their eggs were 
once highly 
prized as 
aphrodisiacs.

Manu Kālā
House Sparrow 
Passer domesticus

 Forest & kim starr

The common Myna Bird 
is a year-round resident of 
Kohanaiki. It belongs to 
the starling family and was 
introduced to Hawai‘i from 
India in 1865 by Dr. William 
Hildebrand to combat plagues 
of Armyworms. It can learn to 
mimic words and phrases, just 
like a parrot. It has a bright 
yellow beak and brown and 
black plumage, and a cocky and 
loquacious demeanor. Their 
noisy, raucous vocalizations can 
often be heard from Banyan Trees just before sunset.

Myna bird
Acridotheres tristis 

 Forest & kim starr
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Another native of South 
America, the Saffron Finch first 
appeared in the wild on the 
Island of Hawai‘i. The Saffron 
Finch is common at Kohanaiki 
and is quite comfortable living 
close to human beings. It has 
a pleasant song and they are 
often kept as pets. In winter 
they live in flocks and when 
breeding season comes along in 
the spring they pair off. 

saffron Finch 
Sicalis flaveola

leyo

The Northern Cardinal  
is a large, Crested Finch.  
It was introduced to  
Hawai‘i in 1929 and is 

common in lowland forests. The male is bright red with a  
black mask, pronounced crest, and looks just like the bird on  
the St. Louis Cardinals baseball uniform. The moniker for 

the team 
reportedly 
originated 
when a female 
fan lauded 
their change 
from a brown 
uniform to 
a cardinal 
red one. 

northern cardinal 
Cardinalis cardinalis

dick daniels

sonG birds
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‘Ākulikuli is a crawling perennial 
succulent with leaves and stems 
that can be red, yellow, orange, or 
green; it has a small flower which 
can be purple, pink, or white. The 

fleshy parts of the plant are edible. It is one of the most salt-
tolerant native plants and is used as a groundcover throughout 
Kohanaiki. Like ‘Ae‘ae, it provides a habitat for invertebrates 
and food for birds. In Honolulu it was planted in floating trays 

in the Ala Wai 
Canal after  
a sewer spill  
to help clean  
the waters  
of toxins. 

KohanaiKi nature Guide

‘Ae‘ae is a crawling perennial 
herb with small green leaves 
and small white, light blue, or 
lavender flowers. ‘Ae‘ae is used 
throughout the golf course as 
groundcover. It has been used 
in wetland restoration projects 
throughout the state of Hawai‘i. 

The plant creates an inviting 
habitat and hiding place for 
invertebrates. This in turn 
provides a good food source for 
native birds like the ‘Alae ke‘oke‘o or Hawaiian Coot.

‘Ākulikuli
Sea Purslane 
Sesuvium portulacastrum

‘ae‘ae
Water Hyssop 
Bacopa monnieri

 Forest & kim starr
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‘ihi
Coastal Purslane
Portulaca lutea

‘Ihi is a small perennial herb 
with five yellow petals and 
rounded succulent leaves. It is 
commonly found on the lava 
fields surrounding anchialine 
pools at Kohanaiki. The plant 
grows a small fruit which splits 
open when ripe and releases 
its seeds. It is found on all the 
main islands except Kaua‘i.

 Forest & kim starr
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Kaluhā is a tall aquatic rush that 
grows commonly and naturally 
around the many anchialine pools 
at Kohanaiki. The roots form a 
tight mass that helps with soil 

erosion and they help filter waste products from the ponds and 
wetlands. Kaluhā can also be found growing around the edges 
of the two large irrigation lakes at Kohanaiki Golf Course. 

Kaluhā
Saltmarsh Bulrush 
Bolboschoenus maritimus 

 Forest & kim starr

‘Ilima is a small shrub with  
inch-long heart-shaped leaves  
and yellow or orange flowers.  
The ‘Ilima flowers were traditionally 
used to make orange lei that were 

 exclusively for Hawaiian royalty. It takes up to a thousand indi-
vidual flowers to make one strand of the lei. ‘Ilima, indigenous 
to Hawai‘i, was also used for the medical treatment of thrush, 
asthma, constipation and birth pains.

‘ilima
Hawaiian ‘Ilima
Sida fallax

 Forest & kim starr
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Maiapilo is a small shrub that 
grows 2 to 3 feet high, and has 
flowers with white petals and 
multiple stamens. The fragrant 
flowers bloom at night and fade 
to a pale pink just after sunrise. 
Maiapilo was traditionally 
mashed and used as a poultice 
to assist in mending broken 
bones. The flower and seeds are 
used for lei.

Maiapilo 
Hawaiian Caper Bush
Capparis sandwichiana

 Forest & kim starr

Makaloa, related to papyrus, 
is a sedge that grows around 
the anchialine pools. The leaf 
of the Makaloa was used by 
native Hawaiians to weave 
intricate mats. Makaloa mats 
from Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i were 
considered to be the finest in 
Polynesia. Bishop Museum in 
Honolulu has a very fine mat in 
its collection. It is 10.5’ x 20’ with 
25 stems per inch and was worn 
as a cloak by Kamehameha the Great. 

Makaloa
Smooth Flatsedge 
Cyperus laevigatus 

 Forest & kim starr
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The Natal Plum is a thorny shrub 
with waxy oval leaves and white 
star-shaped flowers. In Hawai‘i it 
is primarily used as an ornamental 

hedge, but the plump crimson fruit is edible. Native to South 
Africa, it is known as the “Large Num Num” and it is farmed 
commercially. It is used to make jellies, jams, juices, pies and 
sauces. The plum is an excellent source of vitamin C and it 
contains as much as the average orange. 

natal plum 
Carissa macrocarpa 

 Forest & kim starr

noni
Indian Mulberry 
Morinda citrifolia 

 Forest & kim starr

The Noni is a shrub or small 
tree with large, waxy dark green 
leaves and unusual looking 
and smelling ovoid fruits. 
Across the Pacific it is used 
to make dyes and for a wide 
variety of medicinal purposes. 
Contemporary research in 
Japan has found it to be an 
effective inhibitor to a precursor 
of a form of cancer. Hawai‘i 
scientists found it effective 
in eliminating Tuberculosis 
bacteria in a laboratory setting. 

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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‘Ōhelo Kai is a crawling woody 
vine that grows around the 
anchialine pools at Kohanaiki. 
This plant has grey stems with 
thorns, green leaves, small 

lavender or white flowers, and little salty red berries which were 
a source of food in times of famine in old Hawai‘i. They are 
related to the 
Goji Berry 
and in times 
past lei were 
made with 
the fruit and 
the orange 
Kauna‘oa vine.

Pili is a perennial Grass that 
grows in tufts and can reach a 
height of three feet. Years ago 
this Grass grew commonly 
in the lava fields and slopes 
of Hawai‘i Island. It was the 
favored thatching material for 
houses and other structures.  
A cluster of Pili was uprooted 
and the soil, roots and flowering 
spikes were trimmed. The 
clusters were tied to the house 
frame in rows, starting from the 
bottom up and replaced every 
four to five years.

‘Ōhelo Kai 
Grey Desert Thorn 
Lycium sandwicense 

pili
Tanglehead Grass 
Heteropogon contortus 

 Forest & kim starr
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Pōhuehue is a trailing vine 
common in coastal habitats. It 
can grow up to 100 feet long. 
The thick broad leaves grow 2 to 
4 inches long and the impressive 

bell-shaped flowers are pink to light purple with a darker purple 
center. The roots of the vine were eaten sparingly during times 
of famine (they can be poisonous) and surfers would slap the 
ocean with the vines and perform a chant to bring the waves up.

‘Pā‘ūohi‘iaka is a perennial coastal 
vine with small oval leaves and 
white to light blue flowers. It is 
indigenous to the Islands and is 
found at sea level up to an elevation 

of 100 feet. The roots and leaves are eaten, used as a cathartic 
and to treat thrush in infants. Pele herself is said to have given 
the plant its name, calling it the “skirt of Hi‘iaka.” As legend has 

it, Pele came 
in from a long 
morning of 
fishing and 
found her baby 
sister Hi‘iaka 
had been covered 
by the Vine 
while napping, 
protecting her 
from the sun. 

pōhuehue 
Beach Morning Glory 
Ipomoea pes-caprae
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pā‘ūohi‘iaka 
Oval-leaf Clustervine 
Jacquemontia ovalifolia

 Forest & kim starr
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plumeria 
Plumeria Rubra

The Spider Lily is a very 
popular landscaping plant 
throughout Hawai‘i. It is 
common in Asia, Australia, 
Africa and the Americas. In 
the wild it is often seen on 
the banks of tropical streams 
and rivers. It has long strap-
shaped leaves and large, narrow 
star-shaped flowers with long 
stamens on them. The flowers 
have a light and delicate scent 
and the most common colors in 
Hawai‘i are white and pink.

Plumeria, also known as 
Frangipani, is a small to medium-
sized tree that grows in tropical 
climates around the world. This 

smooth-barked tree has large oval leaves and beautiful, fragrant 
flowers in many colors. The Plumeria is a favorite lei flower 
in Hawai‘i and perfumes and soaps are made from it. In Asia 
traditional medicinal systems use different parts of the tree to 
help cure various ailments. 

spider lily 
Crinum augustum

FloWerinG shrubs

 Forest & kim starr
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niu
Coconut Tree
Cocos nucifera

The Hala is a large tree with 
long thorny leaves and a large 
pinecone-like fruit. There are 
male and female versions and, 
like the Niu, it is an important 

plant throughout the Pacific. Leaves were used to weave mats, 
pillows, sails, baskets and thatching. Other parts of the tree 

were used for food, 
medicine, cordage, lei 
and bowls. The pollen 
of the male plant was 
used as a perfume and 
to scent kapa cloth. 
The tree is important 
symbolically and was 
used in ceremonies 
of purification and 
transition. 

The Niu is a common coastal 
palm tree and was prized in 
ancient Hawai‘i because every 
part of the tree had a number 
of uses. The trunk was hollowed 
out and used for canoes and 
large hula drums. The leaves 
were used for shelter, fans and 
musical instruments. The husk 
was woven into rope, the shells 
were used for containers and 
small drums, and the meat and 
milk were food. Haupia is a 
popular local coconut pudding and Kūlolo combines Kalo (Taro) 
and coconut to make a tasty dessert. In ancient Hawai‘i a kapu 
(taboo) forbade women from eating the milk or meat.

hala
Pandanus Tree, Screwpine
Pandanus tectorius

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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hau
Sea Hibiscus 
Hibiscus tiliaceus

The Tree Heliotrope is one of 
the most common coastal trees 
found at Kohanaiki. This fast-
growing decorative landscaping 
tree has large leaves that are 
covered in silky whitish hairs. 
Small white flowers are located 
in spikes near the end of its 
branches. It was introduced 
after Captain Cook landed in 
1778 and is native from India 
in tropical Asia to Mauritius, 
Malaya, tropical Australia, 
western Indian Ocean islands, 
Polynesia, and Micronesia.

The Hau is a large clumping tree 
in the Hibiscus family and is 
native to lands in the Pacific and 
Indian oceans. It has large, round 
leaves and red or yellow flowers. 

Medicinally it was used as a mild laxative, for dry throats, and 
congested chests. Wood from the Hau tree is very light, strong 

and floats well. 
It is used for 
a canoe’s ama 
(outrigger), 
fishing floats 
and to start 
fires. 

tree heliotrope 
Tournefortia Argentea

trees
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The Loulu is a small palm 
tree with large, circular fronds. 
The name Loulu refers to all 
Hawaiian Fan Palms, and there 
is a native variety of Loulu 
Palm for each of the larger 
Hawaiian Islands. Traditionally, 
the leaves were used for 
thatching, the seeds were eaten, 
and the wood was used to make 
spears. In the 1800s as the 
needs of post-contact Hawai‘i 
evolved the leaves were used to 
make hats.

Kiawe
Mesquite 
Prosopis pallida 

loulu
Hawaiian Fan Palm 
Pritchardia Affinis

Kiawe is a large salt-tolerant tree 
that can be found throughout 
Hawai‘i. It has very small leaves 
and sharp thorns. Kiawe wood 
is very hard and slow burning, 

making it an excellent wood for grilling. Cattle are fond of 
the seed pods and leaves, and Kiawe honey is a popular local 
product. In 1828, Father Bachelot planted a seed from the 
Royal Garden in Paris at the Catholic Mission in Honolulu.  

By 1840 it  
was a common 
shade tree 
in Honolulu 
and it quickly 
spread 
throughout 
the other 
islands. 

KohanaiKi nature Guide
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The Milo, a member of the 
Hibiscus family, is a small to 
medium-sized tree that can grow 
up to 40 feet tall. The blossoms 
of the tree are cup-shaped yellow 

flowers with a red center. The wood has a beautiful rich brown 
color when polished and has been utilized in Hawai‘i for 
years to make small bowls and plates. In Tahiti the tree was 
considered sacred and it grew near marae (places of worship). 

In India it was 
used to help 
shade tea and 
coffee plants.

The Monkey Pod Tree is native  
to Central and South America  
but widely introduced in the Pacific 
islands, including Hawai‘i. The leaves 

of the Monkey Pod fold in half during rainy weather which is why 
it has the nickname the “rain tree.” Monkey Pods are often used  
as a shade-giving landscaping plant. The wood is prized by artisans 
for making bowls, platters, furniture and other goods.

Milo
Portia Tree 
Thespesia Populnea

Monkey pod tree
Albizia Saman

trees
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The Hala Kahiki is an 
herbaceous perennial plant 
native to South America. It was 
the first bromeliad to leave the 
Americas when Christopher 
Columbus brought them 
back to Spain. The fruit of the 
Pineapple grows on top of 
the plant and looks similar to 
the fruit of the Hala tree. It’s 
possible that the Pineapple was introduced to Hawai‘i by the 
Spanish in the 1500s when they were running gold between 
Mexico and the Philippines. In 1882, two Kona residents canned 
the local “wild Kailua” variety and shipped it to Honolulu. 
Pineapple production in Hawai‘i peaked between 1956-66 as the 
industry moved offshore and the fields began to be developed. 

hala Kahiki
Pineapple 
Ananas comosus 
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The Japanese Eggplant is an Eggplant 
varietal characterized by its long slender 
fruit. Japanese Eggplant is in the Solinaceae 
family, the same family that contains 
tomatoes, potatoes, and peppers. Eggplant 

is a good source of vitamin C, Potassium, and Magnesium and is 
often used in Asian and Mediterranean cuisine.

Japanese  
eggplant
Solanum melongena

edible plants
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edible plants

Kō is a large grass with stout, 
jointed, fibrous stalks that are 
rich in sugar and can grow from 
6 to 19 feet tall. Sugar cane was 
brought to Hawai‘i by the early 

settlers and the Hamakua coast of the Big Island was once home 
to some of the largest sugar cane plantations in the State.

Kō
Sugar Cane
Saccharum officinarum

 Forest & kim starr

Kaffir Lime is a fruit tree native 
to South Eastern Asia. It is a 
small bush with sharp thorns 
and aromatic double leaves.  
The leaves of the Kaffir Lime 
are used to season many South 
East Asian dishes. In Indonesia 
it is known as “Asjeruk Obat” 
which translates to “Medicine 
Citrus” and in Southeast 
Asia the lime juice is used 
for gum health and the rind 
as a digestive aid. In 2011, 
researchers in Thailand found 
extracts from the leaf to show 
promise as a treatment 
for leukemia.

Kaffir lime 
Citrus hystrix

 Forest & kim starr
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The Nasturtium is a vine in the 
Tropaeolum family, which has 
a colorful yellow and red edible 
flower with a nice crisp peppery 
flavor. The word Nasturtium is 

actually the family name for Watercress. This nickname has 
become synonymous with the Tropaeolum vine because of the 
similar flavors the two plants possess.

The Liliko‘i vine has a beautiful, 
fragrant multi-stamened flower 
and a fruit filled with lots of tart, 
flesh covered seeds. The skin of 
the passion fruit can vary from 

yellow, to orange, to purple and the flavor can vary from tart to 
sweet depending on the variety.

nasturtiums
 Tropaeolum majus

liliko‘i
Passion Fruit
passiflora edulis
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‘Ōlena is an herbaceous perennial 
plant in the ginger family that is 
native to Tropical Southern Asia. 
The root of the turmeric plant 
is harvested and dried before 

being ground into a bright orange powder that is used to season 
South Asian and Middle Eastern Cuisine. This is another plant 
that likely arrived with the first settlers. Hawaiians used it as a 

dye plant with 
an orange to 
gold palette. 
Some of the 
medicinal 
uses of the 
plant were for 
tuberculosis, 
earaches and 
clearing the 
sinuses. 

‘Ōlena
Turmeric 
Curcuma domestica 
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The Nīoi pepper belongs to 
the genus of pepper plant 
commonly found in North 
and South America. This 
genus contains both sweet and 
hot peppers. The Hawaiian 
Chili Pepper is both spicy 
and flavorful, and is mixed 
with vinegar, water and garlic 
to make chili pepper water, a 
favorite Hawaiian condiment.

nīoi
Hawaiian Chili Pepper
Capsicum annum longum
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Jabuticaba 
Myrciaria cauliflora

The Jabuticaba, also known 
as the Brazilian Grape Tree, 
is native to Brazil. This slow 
growing fruit tree has salmon-
colored leaves that turn green as 
they mature. The small plum-
like fruit grow directly off of the 
bark of the tree branches and 
trunk. The fruit is eaten fresh 
and jams, jellies, tarts, strong 
wines and liqueurs are made. 
The name is derived from the 
native Brazilian Tupi language; 
Jabuti means tortoise and Caba means place, literally the “place 
where you find tortoises,” perhaps because the fruit look like 
clusters of tortoises climbing the tree.

Bruno karklis

The Meiwa Kumquat is a citrus 
tree native to China, but now 
grows regularly in various 
climates around the world. The 
Meiwa Kumquat has dark green 

leaves, small white flowers, and branches with small thorns. 
The fruit is small with a yellow/red rind and yellow flesh, all of 
which is edible.

Meiwa Kumquat
Fortunella crassifolia

Fruit trees
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The Kuawa is an evergreen shrub 
native to Southern Mexico and South 
America. It has oval leaves and round, 
waxy fruit with yellow skin, light pink 
flesh and numerous seeds. Guava 

juice is a local favorite and it is used in a glaze for meats, and 
the wood for smoking food and salt. Introduced to Hawai‘i in 
the early 19th century, its invasive behavior was fully noted by 

1888. The 
Strawberry 
Guava, 
introduced 
from Brazil 
in 1825, is 
classified as 
one of the 
most serious 
threats facing 
Hawai‘i’s 
native forests. 

Kuawa
Guava
Psidium guajava 

Fruit trees
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The Australian Finger Lime 
is a thorny shrub, native to 
Queensland, Australia. The fruit 
of the Australian Finger Lime 
is long and ovoid, with a scaly 

brown-green skin The inside of the fruit is full of small, round, 
sour flesh juice vesicles which have been likened to “lime caviar,” 
by chefs and juice enthusiasts.

australian  
Finger lime
Citrus australasica
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The Manakō is a flowering 
fruit tree native to the Indian 
sub-continent, and is now 
grown throughout the tropics. 
The leaves of the mango tree 
are oval shaped and green, and 
the fruit is fleshy and orange 
with a large stone. It is most 
often eaten fresh off the tree 
but is a popular ingredient in 
smoothies, preserves, juice, 
salsa and chutney. It has been 
cultivated in India for over 4,000 years and  
in Hawai‘i since the early 19th century. 

The Mai‘a is the largest 
herbaceous flowering plant in 
the world. Native to Southern 
Asia, this plant is now cultivated 
throughout the tropics. The 

Banana has long oval leaves and large clusters of fruit which can 
weigh over 100 pounds. Seventy different varieties were grown 
in ancient days but only two were not kapu to women. Banana 
leaves were used for wrapping, the trunks for steaming food, 

and the honey 
in the flower 
was given to 
babies as a 
vitamin.

Manakō 
Mango 
Mangifera indica 
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Mai‘a
Banana 
Musa acuminata
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Mangosteen is a tropical 
evergreen tree thought to be from 
the Sunda Islands, Indonesia or 
Malaysia. The Mangosteen has a 

fragrant white fruit that is sweet, tangy and juicy. It is known 
as the “Queen of the Fruits.” The famed plant explorer David 
Fairchild wrote in 1930 that “It is so delicate that it melts in the 
mouth like ice cream. The flavor is quite indescribably delicious. 
There is nothing to mar the perfection of this fruit...’’ Fairchild 
is credited with 
introducing 
more than 
80,000 species 
and varieties of 
plants to the 
United States.

The ‘Ulu is a species of large 
flowering tree that grows 
throughout the Pacific Island 
region. The tree has large 
segmented leaves and a large 
round fruit with a bumpy 
surface. The trunk of the tree 
was used for poi pounding 
boards, the bark for kapa fabric, 
and the fruit for eating. The 
flesh of the fruit is starchy and 
resembles the texture of bread, 
hence the name. The milky sap can be used alone or mixed  
with other plants for skin abrasions and skin problems. 

Mangosteen 
Garcinia mangostana

Fruit trees

 VircaButar

‘ulu
Breadfruit 
Artocarpus altilis 
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The Hua Hōkū is a fruit tree 
thought to have originated in 
Ceylon and the Moluccas. It has 
small, green arrow-shaped leaves 
and produces a yellow watery fruit 

with deep ridges down its sides. When cut in a cross section it 
resembles a star, hence the name Star Fruit. Star Fruit are eaten 
off the tree and used in a wide range of dishes. The Chinese cook 

them with fish, 
the Thai boil 
the green fruit 
with shrimp, 
and here in 
Hawai‘i they 
are used to 
make sherbet, 
juice, and salsa. 
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Mīkana 
Papaya 
Carica papaya

hua hōkū
Star Fruit 
Averrhoa carambola 

The Mīkana, a small tree, 
is believed to be native to 
the American tropics. It has 
star-shaped leaves that are 
arranged spirally atop its long 
trunk. The fruit of the papaya 
has sweet orange flesh and 
many black seeds. The seeds 
are used in dressings and as a 
meat tenderizer. The fruit is 
used in jams, jellies, salads, and 
ice cream. It is also dried and 
preserved. Papain, the milky 
latex from the unripe fruit is used as a beer clarifier,  
digestive aid and a meat tenderizer. 

 Forest & kim starr
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1 donkey Corral

2 Kōnane Board

3 Canoe House

4 Petroglyphs

5 Bait Cup

6 anchialine Pond

7 Canoe Slide
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papakōnane
Kōnane Board

Kōnane is a board game that cultivated analytical and strategic 
skills useful in war and peace. Kamehameha and other 
prominent ali‘i were expert players and it was popular with 
men and women. The game is similar to Chinese Checkers or 
Mancala. To play Kōnane, the Hawaiians would create a board 
by etching a flat rock to create a square “board” with an equal 
number of 
holes on each 
side. For the 
game pieces, 
they would use 
small black or 
white pebbles 
for each player.

 steVen rose

pā Kēkake
Donkey Corral

The Pā Kēkake or Donkey Corral can be found along the 
mauka side of the beach. This rock walled corral was used 
to house donkeys who would ferry goods up the Ala Mauka 
Makai, the mountain to the ocean trail. It has been said that 
the donkeys were so well-trained they would not need a human 

escort on the 
trails; the 
promise of 
food in the 
mauka and 
makai corrals 
was enough  
to keep them 
on course.

mark wineman/wHite dot 
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Ki‘i pōhaku
Petroglyph

Throughout Kohanaiki one can find numerous Ki‘i Pōhaku or 
petroglyphs. These ancient rock etchings were formed years ago 
using only hand tools. Each Petroglyph tells a different story. 
Some represent a family’s lineage or storyline, others represent 
a god or deity, and some may represent the significance of a 
certain location. The Petroglyph depicted here can be found in 

the Kohanaiki 
Beach Park 
next to the end 
of the road. 

 steVen rose
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Ka hale Wa‘a
Canoe House

Ka Hale Wa‘a is an A-frame structure built in traditional 
Hawaiian style, using native ‘Ōhia wood, rocks and thatch made 
of native Lo‘ulu Palm leaves. The Hale is used as a meeting 
place and education center for local community cultural groups.  
The Hale is named 
after Wāwahiwa‘a Pt. 
which is located in 
front of the structure. 
Wāwahiwa‘a loosely 
translates to “broken 
canoe,” most likely 
due to the rough 
conditions and 
currents found just  
off shore.

mark wineman
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‘Āuna pola
Bait Cup

‘Āuna Pola, or Bait Cups, are 
circular depressions worn into 
the basalt rock shelves adjacent 
to the anchialine pool located 
directly behind the Adventure 
Team Hale. It is believed that 
when a fisherman needed 
‘Ōpae ‘ula for bait while ‘Ōpelu 
fishing, they would catch the 
‘Ōpae and store them in these 
cups. Once they had enough, 
they would trap the ‘Ōpae in 
mud to keep them alive during 
the canoe trip to the fishing 
grounds. 

oren scHlieman
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loko i‘a
Fish Ponds

Hawaiians were experts at manipulating the natural resources 
of the land to work in their favor. This is most evident in their 
mastery of aquaculture. In many of the Anchialine Ponds 
you can see remnants of rock walls. These walls were used to 
partition ponds for use as Loko I‘a or Fish Ponds. Often you 

will find 
two or three 
walled ponds 
near each 
other, most 
likely used 
to separate 
different sizes 
of fish.

cameron Brooks6
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ala Kahakai
Trail by the Sea

The Ala Kahakai or “Trail by the Sea” is the name given to the 
historic coastal trail that can be found along the shoreline of 
Kohanaiki. This trail spans the distance between Upolu Point 
in Kohala to Kailua-Kona, and is just one section of the much 
longer, ancient Ala Loa or “Long Trail” which circumscribes 
the coast of Hawai‘i Island and was once the island’s main 
thoroughfare.
Traditionally 
this trail was a 
foot trail, but 
sections of the 
trail were widened 
to accommodate 
horse and mule 
travel by the 
1840s.

 steVen rose

Kāholo Kai Wa‘a
Canoe Slide

The Kāholo Kai Wa‘a, or Canoe Slide, is a worn groove in 
the Pahoehoe face of a lava ridge located between Pond 13 
(behind the Adventure Team Hale and the Beach Restaurant). 
It is thought that this groove was formed over time by people 
sliding outrigger canoes (wa‘a) up and down the ridge face, 
most likely with the intention of storing the canoe out of 

harm’s way 
while not  
in use. 

 steVen rose
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ala Māmalahoa
Māmalahoa Trail

The Ala Māmalahoa or Māmalahoa Trail dates back to the 
1800s. This Trail was constructed to facilitate commerce and 
trade between large population centers on the west side  
of the Island of Hawai‘i. The Ala Māmalahoa is wider, flatter,  
and better 
marked than 
the older 
coastal Ala 
Kahakai 
trail. It was 
widened to 
accommodate 
horse-drawn 
carts. 

 steVen rose

ahu
Shrines/Altars

Ahu or Shrines are piles of rocks used to mark something 
significant or to act as a navigational point. Ahu could often 
be found along the boundaries of the wedge shaped divisions 
of land known as Ahupua‘a. This would notify a traveler when 
he was entering a new people’s land. There are 14 Ahu that can 

be found at 
Kohanaiki, 
running 
parallel along 
the mauka 
side of the 
Anchialine 
Pond area. 

cameron Brooks






